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ABSTRACT 
A stochastic matrix P = (pij)i, j=,, ,, n is said to be almost scrambling if its 
Dents&Zenger numerical radius u(P) is smaller than 1. This holds iff for any two 
rows i, j, either there is at least one column k with pik > 0, pjk > 0, or in one of the 
rows the elements i, j are greater than zero. Moreover it is shown that the product of 
n - 1 almost scrambling matrices is scrambling. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Scrambling matrices play a role in different parts of mathematics, e.g., 
inhomogeneous Markov chains, probabilistic automatons, and the estimation 
of eigenvalues of matrices [1,3-5,9]. A stochastic matrix P is said to be 
scrambling if no two rows of P are orthogonal, Thus, P is scrambling iff for 
the ergodicity coefficient induced by the I,-norm (see [9]) 
T1(p) = t “” i IPil- Pjll 
‘21 I=1 
the inequality ri( P) < 1 holds. 
Let S be the set of all n X n stochastic matrices. Seneta [9] has stressed 
the special class K of subsets of S such that each product of n - 1 elements 
of K is scrambling. On the basis of Sarymsakov’s papers [7,8] he has 
considered the following subset K of S having the property mentioned 
above. Let P = ( pii) E S, let A and A be any two disjoint nonempty sets of 
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its indices (states), and for any such set B of indices, let F(B) be the set of 
consequent indices of B. [For the matrix P the state j is a (one-stage) 
consequent of i if pii > 0.1 Seneta [9] considers the set K of all P E S having 
the following property for any such A, A: either F(A)n F(A”) # 0; or 
F(A)n F(i) =0 and card(F(A)U F(A)) > card(A U A”). 
On the other hand, Deutsch and Zenger [2] have introduced a conception 
of a numerical range in order to obtain inclusion domains for the eigenvalues 
of stochastic matrices P. The corresponding numerical radius v(P) is equal to 
or smaller than 1. 
The aim of our paper is to demonstrate that all stochastic matrices P E S 
whose numerical radius v(P) is smaller than 1 belong to the set K. We will 
show that the stochastic matrices P having a numerical radius smaller than 1 
are exactly those for which if F(A) n F(x) = 0 the relation F(A) 2 A U A” 
or F(d)lAuA holds. _ 
2. THE DEUTSCH-ZENGER NUMERICAL RANGE 
Let 9 be the oscillation seminorm of C” defined by 
9Cx> =i $ff IxiFxjl [x=(x1,..., xn) EC”]. 
3 ..,n 
The Deutsch-Zenger numerical range of the stochastic matrix P = 
(Pij)i,j=1,...,n is the set 
V(P)=U{(PrT)i-(PrT)j:Ti-Xj=q(x)=l, rEC”). 
i. j 
The numerical range V(P) contains the eigenvalues X # 1 of P and consists 
of ; ( 1 convex sets. If such a set is separated from the remaining 
ones, it contains at least one eigenvalue (see [2]). The number v(P) = 
max{ IX] : X E V(P)} is the Deutsch-Zenger numerical radius of the stochastic 
matrix P. 
On the basis of the paper [2], A. Rhodius [6] has proved that with the 
numbers 
mij= i(Pii + Pjj- Pji- Pij)> 
hij = lPii + Pij - Pji - Pjjl’ 
rtj = $ C lPik - PjkI - $hij, i,j=l ,...> n, 
k#i.j 
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the numerical radius u(P) can be defined according to the following formula: 
u(P) = max 
i,j=l,...,n 
uij, 
where 
Uij=max(I(PXT)i-(PXT)j/:Xi-Xj=q(X)=l, XEC”) 
/m+ rij for 21mijl <hi,, 
Imijl+ +hij + rij for 2jmijl > hi,, 
and the relations 
n 
“ij G i C IPil - Pjll 
I=1 
hold (i, j = l,..., n). Thus, it follows that 
THEOREM 1. The numerical radius u(P) = 1 if and only if there exist 
i,jE{1,2 ,..., n}, Bc{1,2 ,..., n} suchthat 
(i) E:kE BPik = 1 and E.k E BPjk = 0, 
(ii) pjipjj = 0, 
(iii) pijpii = 0. 
Proof. 
I. Let (i, j) be a pair fulfilling the relations uij = u(P) and 21mijl > hij. 
Firstly we assume that v(P) = 1 holds. Then the inequality 
1 = Vii < i t IPik - Pjkl G ’ 
k=l 
follows. The equation 
n 
c IPik - Pjkl = 2 
k=l 
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implies the existence of a subset B c { 1,2,. . . , n } such that 
c pik = 1 and 
ksB 
0) 
From 
rij = 1 - ;(pii - pjil - ;lpij - pjj1 - ;hij 
and 
lmijl+ ihij + rij = u(P) = 1 
we obtain the equation 
I(Pii-Pjt)+(Pjj-Pij)I=lPii-Pjil+lPjj-P’.I+ ‘I (2) 
We discuss the four possible cases i E B, j G B; i P B, j E B; i, j E B; and 
i, j @ B. The first two cases yield pij = 0, pji =O; pii = 0, pjj= 0 respec- 
tively, SO that (ii), (iii) hold. The other two cases imply pjj = 0, Pji = 0; 
pii = 0, pij = 0 respectively, and with (2) the relations (ii), (iii). 
On the other hand, assumptions (i), (ii), (iii) yield the relation (I) with 
u(P) = lmijl+ ihij + rij = f $ lPik - Pjkl = 1. 
k-l 
II. Now we will prove the assertion on condition that there exists a pair 
(i, j) such that oij = u(P) and 2177~,~l < hij. Let v(P) = 1. As in part I above, 
one obtains the existence of a subset B c { 1,2,. . . , n } such that 
c pik = 1 and 
kcB 
(3) 
Besides, the equations 
mfj + :hfj = (pii - Pji)‘+ (pii - Pji>( Pij - Pjj) + (Pij - Pjj)‘> 
mfj + ihFj = (1 - rij)2 
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imply the relation 
= ((Pii - Pjil+ IPij - Pjjl+ IPii + Pij - Pji - pjj02’ (4) 
Discussing the four cases i, j E B; i, j 4 B; i E B, j 4 B; and i 4 B, j E B, 
one obtains from (3) (4) assertions (i), (ii), (iii). 
On the other hand, if (i), (ii), (iii) are true, we can use the relation lmifl 
- ihii < 0 and obtain (3), (4) such that 
v(P) =/m + rij = f i lPik - plkl = 1. 
k-l 
I 
COROLLARY 1. For the numerical radius v(P) < 1 holds if and only if 
for any two rows, i, j, either there is at t’eust one column k with Pik > 0, 
pjk > 0, or in one of the rows the elements i, j are greater than zero. 
3. ALMOST SCRAMBLING MATRICES 
In this paper a stochastic matrix P is called almost scrambling if and only 
if v(P) < 1. Obviously, each scrambling matrix is also almost scrambling. 
PROPOSITION 1. lf P is an almost scrambling matrix, then the matrix P2 
is scrambling. 
Proof. Let i, j be two different states of the state space { 1,2,. . . , n }. 
We have to show that i and j have a common twostage consequent. 
In the case of i, j having a common one-stage consequent, obviously they 
have a common two-stage consequent. In the other case, one of the states 1, j 
has the one-stage consequents i and j; let it be i. Then there is a one-stage 
consequent k of j with k + i, k # j. Now there are two possibilities: 
(i) The states k and j have a common one-stage consequent I# j, so that 
1 is a common twckstage consequent of i, j. 
(ii) The state k and j have not a common one-stage consequent. Then by 
Corollary I the relations pkk > 0, pkj > 0 follow (pjj > 0, pjk > 0 is pre- 
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eluded, since pji = 0 = pii), so that k is a twostage consequent of both i 
and j. 
In either case, any two states have a common twostage consequent. There- 
fore P2 is a scrambling matrix. n 
THEOREM 2. The stochastic matrix P is almost scrambling if and only if 
P has the following property for any two disjoint nonempty sets A, A” c 
{L%..., n }: either 
F(A)nF($#ra, 
OT 
F(A)n F(A) =0 
and 
F(A)zAui or F(A)zAuA”. 
Proof. Obviously, it is enough to prove that for any almost scrambling P 
and for any two disjoint nonempty sets A, A C { 1,. . . , n } fulfilling F(A) n 
F(A)=@ the relations F(A)2 AUA or F(a)2 AUA hold. 
Let j be an element of A. Then only two cases are possible: 
(i) 
holds. 
pjj > 0, and pji > 0 for all i E A, so that the relation F({ j }) 2 { j} U A 
(ii) pjj = 0, and pii > 0, pij > 0 for all i E Al, SO that F(A) 1 {j} U k 
holds. 
The assumption that there are two states ji, j, E A where j, has property (i) 
and j, property (ii) yields the following contradiction: 
pj,i > 0 (i E A) and p,,>o(i~A), 
so that 
F(A)nF(i)zA#0. 
Thus, we have the alternative: either relation (i) holds for all j_E A or relation 
(ii) holds for all j E A. In the first case we have F(A) 2 A U A, in the second 
case F(A”) 2 A u ,& is true. n 
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COROLLARY 2. The product of n - 1 almost scrambling matrices is 
scrambling. 
REMARK. For m >, n - 1 the product of m almost scrambling matrices is 
scrambling, because the product of a stochastic matrix and a scrambling 
matrix is scrambling. The following example shows that the product of n - 2 
almost scrambling matrices can be nonscrambling. 
Let us choose the stochastic matrices I’,, Pz, . . . , P,, _ 2 defined by 
P, = (pry), 
1 
p!,k’ = p$ = . . . = pFi+, = kt-l for i=1,2 ,..., k, 
1 
p!,k’ = p$ = . . . = p!;’ = ; for i>k+2. 
Corollary 1 directly shows that the matrices P, , . . . , Pnpz are almost scram- 
bling. On the other hand, state 1 has exactly the (n - 2)-stage consequents 
1,2,..., n - 1, whereas state 2 has only the (n - 2)-stage consequent n. [The 
(n - 2)-stage consequents are the one-stage consequents of the product 
P1P2. . . P,_s. ] Therefore the product P,Pz . . . P,_z is not scrambling. 
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